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Title: North Carolina DWI defense : the law and practice
Author: Smith, J. Scott
Publisher/Date: Lawyers & Judges Publishing Company, 2016
Subject: Drunk driving -- North Carolina
Call #: KFN7697.8 .S65 2016

Title: Society and economy : framework and principles
Author: Granovetter, Mark S.
Publisher/Date: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2017
Subject: Economics -- Sociological aspects
Call #: HM548 .G73 2017

Title: Electronic surveillance of mobile devices : understanding the mobile ecosystem and applicable surveillance law
Author: Balkovich, Edward
Publisher/Date: RAND Corporation, 2015
Subject: Electronic surveillance -- Law and legislation -- United States
Call #: KF5399 .B35 2015

Title: Surveillance in America : an encyclopedia of history, politics, and the law
Author: Pam Dixon, consulting editor.
Publisher/Date: ABC-CLIO, 2016
Subject: Electronic surveillance -- Law and legislation -- United States
Call #: KF5399 .S87 2016

Title: Being watched : legal challenges to government surveillance
Author: Vagle, Jeffrey L.
Publisher/Date: New York University Press, 2017
Subject: Electronic surveillance
Call #: KF5399 .V34 2017
Title: Immigration and the law: race, citizenship, and social control
Author: edited by Sofía Espinoza Álvarez and Martin Guevara Urbina.
Publisher/Date: The University of Arizona Press, 2018
Subject: Emigration and immigration law -- Social aspects -- United States
Call #: KF4819 .I47135 2018

Title: Crimmigration law
Author: García Hernández, César Cuauhtémoc
Publisher/Date: American Bar Association, 2015
Subject: Emigration and immigration law -- United States -- Criminal provisions
Call #: KF4819 .G37 2015

Title: Employment at will: a state-by-state survey
Author: Editor-in-Chief, David Johnson regional editors, Joseph Y. Ahmad
Publisher/Date: Bloomberg BNA, 2017
Subject: Employees -- Dismissal of -- Law and legislation -- United States -- States
Call #: KF3471 .E48 2017

Title: Environmental law: a very short introduction
Author: Fisher, Elizabeth
Publisher/Date: Fisher, Elizabeth
Subject: Environmental law.
Call #: K3585 .F57 2017

Title: One another’s equals: the basis of human equality
Author: Waldron, Jeremy
Publisher/Date: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2017
Subject: Equality
Call #: JC575 .W353 2017
**Title:** Your North Carolina wills, trusts, & estates explained simply: important information you need to know for North Carolina residents  
**Author:** Ashar, Linda C.  
**Publisher/Date:** Atlantic Pub. Group, 2011.  
**Subject:** Estate planning -- North Carolina -- Popular works.  
**Call #:** KFN7540 .A98 2011

**Title:** Evidence law: a student's guide to the law of evidence as applied in American trials  
**Author:** Park, Roger  
**Publisher/Date:** Park, Roger  
**Subject:** Evidence (Law) -- United States.  
**Call #:** KF8935 .P37 2018

**Title:** Copyright exhaustion: law and policy in the United States and the European Union  
**Author:** Mezei, Péter  
**Publisher/Date:** Cambridge University Press, 2018.  
**Subject:** Fair use (Copyright) -- United States  
**Call #:** K1420.5 .M49 2018

**Title:** Copyright user rights: contracts and the erosion of property  
**Author:** Chapdelaine, Pascale  
**Publisher/Date:** Oxford University Press, 2017.  
**Subject:** Fair use (Copyright)  
**Call #:** K1420.5 .C43 2017

**Title:** Principles of financial regulation  
**Author:** Armour, John  
**Publisher/Date:** Oxford University Press, 2016  
**Subject:** Financial institutions -- Law and legislation  
**Call #:** K1066 .A968 2016 (Reserve)
Title: North Carolina fire law  
Author: Graham, C. Barrett  
Publisher/Date: Carolina Academic Press, 2015  
Subject: Fire departments -- Law and legislation -- North Carolina  
Call #: KFN7781 .G73 2015

Title: Distributive justice and world trade law : a political theory of international trade regulation  
Author: Suttle, Oisin  
Publisher/Date: Cambridge University Press, 2018.  
Subject: Foreign trade regulation  
Call #: K3943 .S88 2018

Title: Meaning and power in the language of law  
Author: edited by Janny HC Leung (University of Hong Kong), Alan Durant (Middlesex University, London)  
Publisher/Date: Cambridge University Press, 2018.  
Subject: Forensic linguistics  
Call #: K213 .M43 2018

Title: Fundamentals of franchising  
Author: Rupert M. Barkoff, Joseph J. Fittante, Jr., Ronald K. Gardner, Jr., Andrew C. Selden, editors.  
Publisher/Date: American Bar Association, Forum on Franchising, 2015  
Subject: Franchises (Retail trade) -- Law and legislation -- United States  
Call #: KF2023 .F86 2015

Title: What is... qui tam?  
Author: Navarro, Monica (Monica P.)  
Publisher/Date: American Bar Association, Section of Health Law, 2015  
Subject: Freedom of religion  
Call #: KF849 .N38 2015
Title: Religious exemptions
Author: edited by Kevin Vallier and Michael Weber
Publisher/Date: Oxford University Press, 2018
Subject: Freedom of religion
Call #: K3258 .R455 2018

Title: Stress test : reflections on financial crises
Author: Geithner, Timothy F.
Publisher/Date: Broadway Books, 2014
Subject: Global Financial Crisis, 2008-2009.; "Financial crises -- United States -- History
Call #: HB3722 .G45 2014b (Reserve)

Title: Judicial acts and investment treaty arbitration
Author: Demirkol, Berk
Publisher/Date: Cambridge University Press, 2018
Subject: Government liability (International law)
Call #: K967 .D46 2018

Title: Guide to state procurement : a 50-state primer on purchasing laws, processes and procedures
Author: principal editor, Melissa J. "Missy" Copeland
Publisher/Date: American Bar Association, Section of Public Contract Law, 2016
Subject: Government purchasing -- Law and legislation -- United States -- States
Call #: KF849 .G852 2016

Title: Government contracting : promises and perils
Author: Curry, William Sims
Publisher/Date: Routledge, 2017
Subject: Government purchasing -- Law and legislation -- United States
Call #: KF849 .C87 2017
Title: Habeas corpus in wartime : from the Tower of London to Guantanamo Bay
Author: Tyler, Amanda L.
Publisher/Date: Oxford University Press, 2017
Subject: Habeas corpus -- United States -- History
Call #: KF9011 .T95 2017

Title: Must we defend Nazis? : why the First Amendment should not protect hate speech and White supremacy
Author: Delgado, Richard
Publisher/Date: New York University Press, 2018
Subject: Hate speech -- Law and legislation -- United States
Call #: KF9345 .D45 2018

Title: Hotel law : transactions, management, and franchising
Author: Migdal, Nelson F.
Publisher/Date: New York : Routledge, 2015.
Subject: Hotels -- Law and legislation -- United States.
Call #: KF2042.H6 M54 2015

Title: Expanding human rights : 21st century norms and governance
Author: edited by Alison Brysk, Mellichamp Chair of Global Governance, et al
Publisher/Date: Edward Elgar Publishing, 2017
Subject: Human rights -- History -- 21st century
Call #: JC571 .E97 2017

Title: Fragile freedoms : the global struggle for human rights
Author: edited by Steven Lecce, Neil McArthur, and Arthur Schafer
Publisher/Date: Oxford University Press, 2017
Subject: Human rights -- History
Call #: JC571 .F73 2017
Title: Crossing borders : combining human rights education and history education
Author: edited by Claudia Lenz, Sanna Brattland, Lise Kvande
Publisher/Date: Lit, 2016
Subject: Human rights -- Study and teaching
Call #: JC571 .C767 2016

Title: The new human rights movement : reinventing the economy to end oppression
Author: Peter Joseph
Publisher/Date: BenBella Books, 2017
Subject: Human rights movements
Call #: JC571 .P47 2017

Title: The International law of human rights
Author: McBeth, Adam
Publisher/Date: Oxford University Press, 2017
Subject: Human rights
Call #: K3240 .M34 2017

Title: Rethinking human rights and global constitutionalism : from inclusion to belonging
Author: Yahyaoui Krivenko, Ekaterina
Publisher/Date: Cambridge University Press, 2017
Subject: Human rights
Call #: K3240 .Y34 2017

Title: In search of a better world : a human rights odyssey
Author: Akhavan, Payam
Publisher/Date: House of Anansi Press, 2017
Subject: Human rights
Call #: JC571 .A343 2017
Title: Defending human rights and democracy in the era of globalization
Author: edited by Christina Akrivopoulou
Publisher/Date: Information Science Reference, 2017
Subject: Human rights
Call #: JC571 .D44 2017

Title: Protecting human rights in the 21st century
Author: edited by Aidan Hehir and Robert W. Murray.
Publisher/Date: Routledge, 2017
Subject: Human rights
Call #: JC571 .P76 2017

Title: Justice for all and how to achieve it : citizens, lawyers and the law in the age of human rights
Author: Nice, Geoffrey
Publisher/Date: Scala Arts & Heritage Publishers Ltd, 2017
Subject: Human rights
Call #: K3240 .N53 2017

Title: Legislated rights : securing human rights through legislation
Author: Grégoire Webber
Publisher/Date: Cambridge University Press, 2018
Subject: Human rights
Call #: K3240 .L4455 2018

Title: Hydraulic fracturing : a guide to environmental and real property issues
Author: Hall, Keith B.
Publisher/Date: American Bar Association, Section of Environment, Energy, and Resources, 2017
Subject: Hydraulic fracturing -- Law and legislation -- United States
Call #: KF1849 .H35 2017
Title: Documenting Americans: a political history of national ID card proposals in the United States
Author: Krajewska, Magdalena
Publisher/Date: Cambridge University Press, 2017
Subject: Identification cards -- Law and legislation -- United States -- History
Call #: KF4791 .K73 2017

Title: God and the illegal alien: United States immigration law and a theology of politics
Author: Heimburger, Robert W.
Publisher/Date: Cambridge University Press, 2018
Subject: Illegal aliens -- United States
Call #: KF4819 .H45 2018

Title: 2017 tax legislation: Tax Cuts and Jobs Act: law, explanation, and analysis
Author: n/a
Publisher/Date: Wolters Kluwer, 2017
Subject: Income tax -- Law and legislation -- United States
Call #: KF6276.62017 .T39 2017

Title: Working with independent contractors (9th)
Author: Fishman, Stephen
Publisher/Date: Nolo, 2017
Subject: Independent contractors -- Legal status, laws, etc.
Call #: KF898 .F57 2017

Title: Native land talk: indigenous and arrivant rights theories
Author: Morad, Yael Ben-Zvi
Publisher/Date: Dartmouth College Press, an imprint of University Press of New England, 2018
Subject: Indians of North America -- Civil rights -- History -- 18th century
Call #: KF8212 .M67 2018
Title: American Indian history on trial: historical expertise in tribal litigation  
Author: Hart, E. Richard  
Publisher/Date: The University of Utah Press, 2018  
Subject: Indians of North America -- Legal status, laws, etc.  
Call #: KF8205 .H378 2018

Title: The Defense Production Act: background, authorities, and considerations for Congress  
Author: Lucia T. Mitchell, editor  
Publisher/Date: Nova Publishers, 2015  
Subject: Industrial policy -- United States  
Call #: KF2120.A329 D44 2015

Title: Fastcase: the definitive guide  
Author: Huddleston, Brian  
Publisher/Date: American Bar Association, 2018  
Subject: Information storage and retrieval systems -- Law -- United States  
Call #: KF242.A1 H83 2018 (Reference)

Title: Intellectual property: a survey of the law  
Author: Snow, Ned  
Publisher/Date: Carolina Academic Press, 2017  
Subject: Intellectual property -- United States  
Call #: KF2979 .S66 2017 (Reserve)

Title: Arbitrating the conduct of international investors  
Author: Amado, Jose Daniel  
Publisher/Date: Cambridge University Press, 2018  
Subject: International commercial arbitration  
Call #: K2400 .A963 2018